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● Sculptor
● Potential Locations
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● Sponsorship and Donor Packages
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Background
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● The last EA-6B Prowler squadron in the Navy and 
Marine Corps, VMAQ-2 will deactivate in March 2019. 

● The EA-6B Prowler has been in active service longer 
than any other TACAIR platform in the history of the 
Marine Corps; over 40 years. Our community has a 
special place in Marine aviation as a Low Density/High 
Demand (LD/HD) national asset involved in many 
missions not otherwise participated by the Marine Air 
Ground Task Force (MAGTF). 

● We have a unique story that deserves to be preserved 
for posterity, which this memorial will accomplish.
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Mission
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● The VMAQ Monument Foundation was established on 
June 1, 2018 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit (application 
approval pending) with the goal of erecting a monument 
at a national museum that preserves and promotes the 
legacy, history, and accomplishments of the Marine 
Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron warriors who 
have provided unwavering support of our nation’s 
warfighting requirements for over four decades.
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The Board
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Team volunteers may be viewed at: 
https://vmaqmonument.org/team

https://vmaqmonument.org/team
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The Monument: Artist Concept
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The Monument: Figures
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● Will consist of three, life-like bronze figures (pilot, 
ECMO and maintenance Marine) standing atop a black 
granite pedestal wearing modern-day flight gear in use 
at the deactivation of the last VMAQ squadron.

● The scale will be between 1 to 1.5 size (i.e. figures will 
stand approx. 6’ to 9’ tall).

● The monument will include aviation props in the scene 
(i.e. a tool box, helmet bag, aircraft chocks).

● A “helmets on” and “visors down” approach avoids the 
sculpted likeness of any specific person.
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The Monument: Pedestal
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● The monument pedestal design is a ~3’ tall black, 
granite trapezoid with a kick plate surrounding the 
base. 

● The bottom part of the trapezoid will measure 
approximately 15' wide X 10' deep, with a 4"-5" flat "toe 
kick" area encompassing the bottom of the pedestal. 

● The top of the pedestal will be approximately 11' wide X 
6' deep and is where the bronze figures will stand. The 
black granite slabs are built around a welded steel 
frame.

● Pedestal etching content will be designed by 
committee. Pedestal content readable by non-military 
person viewing the monument.
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Miniature Maquettes
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Miniature Maquettes
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● A "Limited Edition" of 20, 3-figure maquettes will be 
produced. Single figure maquettes may also be produced.

● The figures will stand approximately 15-18" tall, atop a 
3-4" black granite trapezoidal base, total height 18-22".

● Will also include the aviation props.

● Will include a custom-etched inscription on the front face 
of the granite base particular to each Gold donor.

● Will be signed by the artist and include a certificate of 
provenance.
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Sculptor - Sandra Van Zandt
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Sculptor - Sandra Van Zandt
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● Sandra Van Zandt has been commissioned to create 
three bronze statues depicting a pilot, an Electronic 
Countermeasures Officer (ECMO) and a maintenance 
Marine as they are preparing to launch on the final 
flight. By depicting officers and enlisted, male and 
female, our monument represents the diversity of our 
community upon final deactivation of VMAQ-2 in 2019. 

● Among Van Zandt’s most famous aviation works are: 
To the Flight Line, Hangar Talk and particularly The 
Spirit of Naval Aviation, located in the National Naval 
Aviation Museum in Pensacola, FL. She can be seen 
on our Facebook page sculpting the first maquette.

http://www.sandravanzandt.com/index.htm
http://sandravanzandt.com/to_the_flight_line.htm
http://sandravanzandt.com/hangar_talk.htm
http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org/attractions/aircraft-exhibits/item/?item=spirit_naval_aviation
http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org/attractions/aircraft-exhibits/item/?item=spirit_naval_aviation
https://www.facebook.com/VMAQMonument/posts/2043748895887091?__xts__[0]=68.ARA6dpuDmCESybW6NpjB8q507oqMiRYAVyCcpfaYsRz4jJBhImvOAqF_fjNKwNWyGEZWRHWyVHe0U32Q-v51iQCMa-dZNDEWWVepJO7uqe0jtRSQnkZRDgV8zgBZxiMEUJGriaVEYjHBUhVh5kLLpTlEYqD_att1b4PVVsaweggt2KYrUndf-A&__tn__=-R
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Potential Locations
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● Semper Fidelis Memorial Park, Quantico, VA

● National Naval Aviation Museum, Pensacola, FL

● Flying Leatherneck Aviation Museum, Miramar, CA

● Carolina Museum of the Marine, Jacksonville, NC

❊ National Air & Space Museum: Udvar-Hazy Center, 
Washington, D.C.

https://www.marineheritage.org/semperfidelismemorialpark.html
http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org
https://www.flyingleathernecks.org
https://www.museumofthemarine.org
https://www.si.edu/museums/air-and-space-museum-udvar-hazy-center
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Semper Fidelis Memorial Park
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● Semper Fidelis Memorial Park overlooks the National 
Museum of the Marine Corps (NMMC) in Quantico, VA. 
The Park is located on approximately 23.3 acres of high 
ground and is an important part of the Museum visitor 
experience. Interwoven paths cross and meet at 
significant rally points where monuments erected to 
honor various Marine Corps organizations and those 
who served in them provide places for visitors to pause 
and contemplate.

● Over 500K visitors to NMMC per year.
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Semper Fidelis Memorial Park
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● 7/15/18, Qualkinbush/Benton site survey to NMMC - 
chose site preference below and on next slide.

● 8/16/18: Brief to Marine Corps Heritage Foundation 
(MCHF) President & CEO LtGen (Ret) Blackman. 
○ Addtl. $200K+ over budget needed to reside in Semper Fidelis 

Memorial Park.
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Semper Fidelis Memorial Park
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National Naval Aviation Museum
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● The National Naval Aviation Museum is the world’s 
largest Naval aviation museum; 3rd largest aviation 
museum. “Top 20 Museums in the USA” by Yelp.

● Contains more than 150 restored, historic and 
one-of-a-kind aircraft representing Navy, Marine Corps, 
and Coast Guard Aviation. The museum has over 
350,000 square feet of covered exhibit space and a 
37-acre grounds outside.

● Sculptor is already well-known and prominently 
displayed since 1996 via The Spirit of Naval Aviation. 

http://www.navalaviationmuseum.org/attractions/aircraft-exhibits/item/?item=spirit_naval_aviation
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● ~1M visitors per year 
(900K+ in 2015)

● Prowler displayed inside
● Cubi Bar Cafe’

○ VMAQ artifacts on display

National Naval Aviation Museum
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Flying Leatherneck Museum
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● Located at MCAS Miramar in San Diego, Flying 
Leatherneck Aviation Museum is the only museum in 
the world dedicated to preserving the incredible 
contributions made by Marine Corps aviators and their 
ground support personnel.

● The Flying Leatherneck Aviation Museum is a one of a 
kind U.S. Marines aviation museum and strongly 
supported by the Flying Leatherneck Historical 
Foundation. 

● 2020-2025 future building plans, req. approval and $.
● VMAQ-3 Prowler on display outside.

https://www.flyingleathernecks.org/about-us/
https://www.flyingleathernecks.org/about-us/
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Flying Leatherneck Museum
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Future Building Plans: awaiting approval ~2020, funding and 
construction. Completion ~2024/2025.
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Carolina Museum of the Marine
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● Located in Jacksonville, NC adjacent to MCB Camp 
Lejeune, the mission of Carolina Museum of the Marine 
is to create and sustain an historical and educational 
complex showcasing the selfless sacrifice, 
extraordinary achievements and steadfast service of 
Carolina Marines and Sailors and their host 
communities while promoting the core values of 
American citizenship.

● Site dedicated on May 6, 2016; this museum is in the 
early stages of fundraising and concept development.
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Carolina Museum of the Marine
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National Air & Space Museum
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● The Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center near Washington 
Dulles International Airport is the companion facility to 
the museum in Washington, D.C. Hundreds of 
historically significant air- and spacecraft are on display 
in an open, hangar-like setting.

● Of Note: This monument effort was briefed to the 
NASM Director by the Deputy Director (former F-14 
NFO) in July 2018. NASM does not acquire monuments 
of the type we are proposing; however, we were able to 
facilitate a conversation whereby NASM may obtain a 
BUNO from VMAQ-2.
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Fundraising Status
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● As of 9/4/18, we have raised:

Maquettes #1-5 Paid: $25,000
Maquette #6 Pledged: $15,000 
Cash Donors: $5,533
Store Donors: $12,435
TOTAL: $57,968 (of $375,000* needed)

* Current budget does not include site specific costs, such as an extra 
~$200K to reside at NMMC.
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Fundraising Goals/Schedule
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● Goal 1: Jul 2018 (Goal Met)
○ $15,000 - Begin sculpting maquettes and stocking online store 

with inventory.

● Goal 2: Nov 2018
○ $75,000  - Monument Sculpting Begins (Pilot), first bronze 

maquette casting complete. Store stocked and operational.

● Goal 3: Mar 2019
○ $150,000 - ECMO sculpting begins. Continued maquette 

castings for applicable donors. VMAQ-2 Sundown fundraising, 
maquette unveiling, and maquette #2 raffle.

Goals are Cumulative Totals
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Fundraising Goals/Schedule
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● Goal 4: Jul 2019
○ $200,000 - Maintenance Marine sculpting begins. Continued 

maquette casting for applicable donors. 

● Goal 5: Jan 2020
○ $250,000 - Statue molds and casting. Monument pedestal 

etching & construction begins.

● Goal 6: Jun 2020
○ $375,000 - Bronzes complete. Pedestal complete. Relocation 

and installation. Applicable museum matters are addressed 
and completed. Dedication ceremony.

Goals are Cumulative Totals
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General Cost Estimates
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● All board/team members are unpaid volunteers.
● No paid staff.
● ~$275,000 cost for monument --> design, casting, 

pedestal, and delivery/set-up.
● Minor operating expenses <$4,000/yr.
● Majority of expenses are cost-of-goods-sold for donor 

gifts (i.e. maquettes) and online store merchandise.
● Site preparation costs vary based on final location.
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Corporate & Foundation Support
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● Large donor support is critical in order to complete this 
monument. Without it, this effort will never be realized.

● Money from the online store, cash donations and 
maquette-related donations are mostly from former 
squadron members via smaller individual donations. 

● Community individuals are participating at scale; 
however, we have always been the smallest of all fixed 
and rotary wing communities in the Marine Corps- only 
4 squadrons.
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Character Sponsor: $30,000+
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● Each character (Pilot, ECMO, Maintenance) may be 
sponsored by a single organization that donates $30K+

● One organization per character only, on a first-donation 
basis.

In addition to Gold Package gifts, the sponsor receives:
● One bronze single-figure, maquette #1, signed by 

Sandra Van Zandt, including a Declaration of 
Provenance. 

● Sponsorship on statue, pedestal (host museum 
allowing) or plaque (TBD)
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Gold Package: $15,000+
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● One limited edition bronze maquette (3-figures), signed by 
Sandra Van Zandt, including a declaration of provenance. 

● Custom inscription etched on the front of the black granite 
trapezoid base. Stands approx. 22" tall.

● Donor’s Logo/Image on VMAQMF webpage, with link back 
to Donor’s corporate/company website.

● Two VMAQ Sundown Patch collections, eight challenge 
coins, and eight foundation tee shirts.

● VIP seating for two dedication ceremony (TBD).
● Shout-out of donor corporation/company across various 

social media, press releases, newsletters, and other 
marketing material.
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Silver Package: $5,000 - $14,999
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● One bronze single-figure maquette signed by artist.
● Donors Logo/Image on VMAQMF webpage, with link 

back to Donors corporate/company website.
● Two VMAQ Sundown Patch collections, eight challenge 

coins and eight foundation tee shirts.
● VIP seating for two at dedication ceremony (TBD).
● Shout-out of donor corporation/company across various 

social media, press releases, newsletters, and other 
marketing material.
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Bronze Package: $2,500 - $4,999
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● Donor’s Logo/Image on VMF webpage, with link back 
to Donors corporate/company website.

● One VMAQ Sundown Patch collection, four challenge 
coins and four foundation tee shirts .

● An art sketch (currently under development) relevant to 
the monument and VMAQ legacy.

● Shout-out of donor corporation/company across various 
social media, press releases, newsletters, and other 
marketing material. 
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Mission Commander: $1000-$2499
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● One VMAQ Sundown Patch collection, two challenge 
coins, and two foundation tee shirts.

● An art sketch (currently under development) relevant to 
the monument and VMAQ legacy. 

● Donor name listed on the VMAQMF website donor 
roster.
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• Plank Owner Tees - offer ended
• Foundation Tees - $50
• Sundown Patches - $15 ea, four 

for $50
• Challenge Coins - $15
• Prowler Coffee and Mugs - 

coming soon
• Ball Cap - coming soon
• Sketch Art - coming soon
• and more!

Foundation Store
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https://vmaqmonument.org/shop

https://vmaqmonument.org/shop
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• Corporate Giving
• Foundational Giving
• Individual Donations
• Online Store Purchases
• Share our Story (face-to-face, email, Facebook, 

LinkedIn, etc.)
• Volunteer

Ways to Support
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Contact us:
email: info@vmaqwmonument.org
website: https://vmaqmonument.org
Facebook:  
https://www.facebook.com/VMAQMonument
@vmaqmonument  #vmaqmonument

We Need Your Help!  

mailto:info@vmaqwmonument.org
https://vmaqmonument.org
https://www.facebook.com/VMAQMonument
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Next Steps
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● Awaiting 501(c)(3) letter from IRS
○ Anticipate letter NLT 10/31/2018
○ Grant submissions require 501(c)(3) letter

● Nov 2018: Select museum for placement

● Jan 2019: Artist proof of maquette complete

● Mar 2019: VMAQ-2 Sundown
○ Raffle maquette #2 and Fundraising
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“It only takes one generation to forget about history. I 
think of myself as creating a platform for preserving 
history and helping people remember. These men and 
women have done so much for our country and they 
should be applauded for it and remembered as 
heroes.” 

Sandra Van Zandt
Sculptor

Questions?
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